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lntrod uction
The comparative anaÌysis of the arrangements

un_
der which poiitical activity is carried "out,
and of
its contents, refers chiefly to a multiplicity
of in_

terdependent but separate, to a greater
or lesser
extent autonomous, units_let us call
them polities. Polities differ among themselves
in numerous,
relevant respects, and entertain with
one another

relations-friendly or antagonistic_which
reflect
those differences. These exist_and
matter_against
the background of considerable similarities.
To point
up the most significant of these, we might
say that
the polities making up the modern politilal
environ_

ment, and whose internal and external
activities give

that environment its peculiar dynamics,
all quaiify

for being called

states.

The expression 'state, has been applied
by scholars

to polities which have existed in pr._rroà.rn
con_
texts-say, to ancient Eg1pt, or to imperial
China.
This is of course a legitimate ,rrug.,
brt this chapter

differs from it in assuming that ,state,is
more appropriatelv used to designate the polities
characteristic
of vr.hat has been called the rnod".r, political
envir_
onment. This came into being in
Western Europe
at the end of the Middle Ages, roughly
between
the

thirteenth and the fifteenth century.
This chapter offers, in the first instance,
a general,
abstract, highly streamlined portrait
of ttre ,iut"_u
concept that sociologists inspired by

Max Weber
(whose work will be a prime
source for much that
follows) might call an irjeal tvpe. Such
a concept
may not fit closely some actual, historically
given

states, but points up some features
which mo.
them share to a greater or lesser extent.
Note
that our conceptual portrait ofthe state is
bour_
appear out ofdate on various counts,
since a nLir
of contemporary deveiopments .rvithin the r.no:,.
political environment haye made less plausible
s
of the portrait's features, for instance
_

the notic,-

state sovereigutv (see Chapter 24).

I shall paint the conceptual portrait in tr,vo :..
First I consider the most fundamentai
aspects o: ..
state, then amplifi, and qualif, th. po.t.aii
by adr
other aspects, which generally have develop.d
o,
come more visible over the last two
or three centu: ,
After this, I shall address a different kind
of ques:
assuming we now know what states
are like, l
ask how they came into being and
,
through

r..

processes.

KEY POINTS

-l

Most contemporary larger political units (or
pc
ies) share some aspects which
'states'.

J
-l

justify calling th:-

To that extent, they all constjtute present_day
i-..
bodiments of a kind of polity which first
deveiop.
in the modern West.
On this account, a sustajned scholarly
engagem:-.
with 'comparative politics,

shoulcl comprisJa c:sideration both ofthe constitutive features
oftr.kind oi polity and of the major steps
in irs deve,-

ment.

A portrait of the state
Monopoly of legitimate violence
Let us begin with the more basic components
of
our conceptual portrait. States are in the

first place
polities where a single centre of rule
has established
its exclusive entitlement to control and
employ the

ultimate medium of political activiry_o;
anized.
yiolence-over a definite territory.
Individtials and
b.odies operating within that territory
may occa_
sionally exercise violence, but if they
do so without

mandate or permission from the centre
of rule.
latter considers that exercise illegitimate
and sr.
to suppress it. Typically, by mobilizing its
orvn :
tential for violence, it overwhelms oithreaten.
.

overwhelm the potential wielded by those

indiur.

als or bodies, and compels them to icease
and des.,.

If it cannot do so, and if in the territory alterna:
power can act with impunity on ih.
assurì :
tion that it cannot, then you no longer
have a st.
seats of

but some other kind of polity.Ì

Chapter

Territoriality
territory itseif is a most significant element in the
:tate's conceptual portrait. To qualifl, as a state the
- he

:o1ity must be able not only to 'police' a given portion
,ithe earth by overwhelming any internal challenges

to its own monopoly of legitimate
It must also claim that portion, against all

:1at may arise

:olence.

exclusively its olvn, be able and disposed to
::otect and defend it, to patrol its boundaries, to con:ont and push back any encroachment by other states

-rmers,

as

.-ron its territory's integrity and prevent any undue
--.e of its resources. Needless to say, the ultimate me--um ofsuch activities is, again, organized violence.
On this account, the relation between state and
.:ritory is an intimate one. The territory is not
:lrply a locale of the state's activities (violent or
.eer), or its however cherished possession. Rather,
represents the physical aspect of the state's own
::ntity, the very ground (this expression is itself
significant metaphor) of its existence and of its
-:torical continuity. As an Italian jurist puts it, the
.:te does not so much have a territory, rather it is a
'.:ritory (Romano 1947 : 56).

I

ra raLt{;rir=nflL)ir,r

^.r
- J r L-l

:

. rr,ith reference to its territory, furthermore, that
state establishes and practices its sovereignty-a

rervhat mysterious and highly controversial at.rute. Being sovereign signifies, for each state, that
::cognizes no power superior to itself. It engages in
.:tical activity on nobody's mandate but its own,
.::mits resources of its own, operates under its own
rÌÌ1, àt its own risk. It is the sole judge of its own
::ests and bears the soie responsibility for Pursu: ihose interests, beginning with the interest in its
:: security. Qua sovereign the state holds u,ithin
i ierritory (and thus over the people residing in it)
. ,iltimate authority, which another state can ef- r ely challenge only (once more) by asserting the

:

.

,ra1 superiority of its own potential for violence.
:reignty also means that each state accepts no

.::tèrence from others in its own domestic affairs.

: , raiity
, thus a distinctive feature of the modern politenr.ironment that it consists in a plurality

of territorially
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discrete, self-empowering, self-

activating, self-securing states. Each of these presupposes the existence of all others, and each is
in principle their equal, since it shares with them
(and acknowledges in them) its own characteristics-sovereignty in particular. By the same token,
since there does not exist over the states a higher
layer of authority, a superior unit endowed with its
own resources for rriolence, entitled to oversee and

control the states, these necessarily tend to regard
each other as potentially hostile, as constituting impending threats to their own security; and enter with
one another into relations airned in the first instance
either to neutralize or to confront and defeat those
threats.

Relation witi'l the popt"tlati*ir
should now make more explicit something I have
so far barely hinted at. States exercise rule over
people, issue commands to and expect obedience
from people, pursue policies binding over people.

I

But states, though they sometimes project themselves
as self-standing, personified entities, are themselves
made of people, operate exciusively within and
through the activities of people-at bottom, indeed,
of individuals. On this account the existence itself of
states (as of other polities) inr.olves a form of social

inequality, a more or less stable and pronounced
asyrnmetry between people exercising rule (a miuority) and people subject to it (the great majority).
In the case of states, that asymmetry is to an extent
bounded and justi{ìed by a hard-to-define sense in
which the parties to it belong together, and jointly
make up a collective entity. Together rvith the ruling
minority, the ruled-over people constitute a political community. For this community the activities of
ru1e, asymmetrical as they may be (and they are ultimately grounded in violence) constitute a medium
for coming into being, for achieving and maintaining
a shared identity, for pursuing putatively common
interests. To this extent, as is the case for the territory'
the relationship between the state and its population
is not a purely factual one; the population is not perceived as a mere demographic entity but as a people
(or, as we sha1l see, as a riiiiii)i.,). As such it entertains

a more significant, more intimate, one might
constitutive, relation lvith the state itself.

say
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All this,

of course, lends itself to
much ideologica.l
mystification, for instance the
notion that the
ieople
or the nation (see below) is
the source

and may itself produce mystification;
for how i/_
lusory can you call a commonality
in the name of
which feats of great magnitude

r;r;; lu..i..

of,the statet very sovereignty.
But n
debunking of rhe state itr.lf
"Sg**ir"
u, .r""*t
iil;;;;."_

andsignificar.. frr".

accomplished (for good or for
evil) throughout
modern history?
Deen

munity' at some point ceases
to be enlightening
KEY POINTS

Q

lnternally, states are characterized
in the first place by
a single centre of power
that, however
ferentiated, reserves for itself
the fa.ri,V of **.r.1rrf
or threatening legitirnate
violence.
D A state does not respond to
any other power for the
uses to which it puts the
faculty of violence ,na otÀ.,
faculties

it considers its own territory. lt
claims exclusive jurisdiction over the population

,*"r..ryì,i

inhabiting

and at the same time considers
itself
its interests.

*

tr

iJ

The state uses the faculty
ofviolence in the first piace
to porice and protect one

portion of trre ear*r

Externary, each state exists
side by side with others,
ail endowed with the same
characteristics, andtreats
them, according to its own judgement,

,, .on,.*"rr,

allies, or neutral parties.

wilJi

i;r*;;.,

tie grrr;i.n or

A more expansive concept
A definition of the state appearing
in Weber,s Eco_
nomy and Society prowdes
both a À,ro.p"., on what
I have said so far and a prospect
," irr.'oìr"rs to be

made in this section.

formal characteristics of the
modern state are
possesses an administrative
and legal order
subject to change by legislation,
to which tf,u irgrnir.o
-r,ro
activities of the administrative
staff, *f.ricf.,r are
.ontrolled by regulations, are
oriented. This system of order
claims authority, not only
over the memb.rs

it

oirn. *r,.,

the citizens, most of whom
have obtained ,urO.rrfrip
OV
birth, but arso to a very rarge
extent over rrr
trr,rng
place in the area of
its jurisdiction. It is thus
, .orpr,rory
organisation with a territorial
basis. Furthermore, today,
the use of force is regarded
as legitimate

,.ttì

it is permitted

1978:

s6)ll

,

the study of comparative politics.

(I
m"primary
as follows:

account_though of course
individuaj states displayed them to a different
extent and iri'drff....,
ways. This diversity is of
course the main theme

onif ,o fr,

,,

by the state or prescribed
by it. (Weber

This definition points us to
a second level of
conceptual
discussion, where we consider
some addi_

tional features ofthose states
active in the nineteenth

twenfeth,century thar were
tt" _ui,
of comparative politics during

iia.tne study
or

tfr._.

the lat_

ter cenrury. Their practices
of rule oft"r,
aspects_ not directly
connected with the

iifituy.a
burl f"u_

state to take

th"i, irto

tures already discussed, yet
significant enough for
our conceptual portrait of the

The role of law
We may begin by noting that
law, understood as a ss

ofgeneral, enforceabl
has" prayed

; *,;::"'iiilT*i. TH,:l,l::,:, l

the construction and
societies, iaw so

"";..H:f;TJ:ilil

ffàlil.

two functions: first, to repress
anti-sociar behavior-r:
second, to allocate between
groups or individuals a;

to and disposition over material
resources. In tl .
West, however, law has been
_cess

put to a frrtfr.l, tirl..

in establishing polities, a".iamg
irr""ì.ip"fi.
instituting public agencies
and offi cls,
controlling their operations.
".,i";#;;.
use

These peculiar uses of
law developed first i
the Greek polis, then, more
self_corrrcio.rrly u..
intenseiy, in the Rornan
Republic and Empir.

Subsequently, European polities
rruirrtuirr.Ju .o,.
nection with the realm of law:
ruiers *...-oi..,..
to serve justice, obsere it in
their o., .ordÉ, on
enforce it in adjudicating

dispute.

""J Orììrir,,,.
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,:Ìmes. But for a long time the commandments in
-.:estion were seen to express the folkways and the
::oral values instilled by religion. Local judges them,.-r'es were said to find the lalv-sometimes with the
,:>istance of popular juries-and were not meant
make it. Much less did the rulers do so. Instead,
,:r'mostly brought to bear the means of violence at
--eir disposal and enforced the verdicts ofjudges and
-:-ies-

Tl-ris arrangement, still observed in the early de;,ùpment of the state, subsequently changed. While
. rtinuing to declare themselves beholden to justice,

to play a more active legal roie.
;reasingly assisted by officials trained in sophist-

,--ers undertook

,.ted, taught-and-learned law, they began to codifi,
::Ll, vernacular sets

of customs and

usages and to

: .ìrce thern uniformly over the territory. Above all,
:i asserted themselves as the source of a new kind
-arv, public law. This regulated the relations on
: one hand between the organs and oI{rces of the
.'.e itself and on the other betr,r,een the state and
.:lous categories ofindividuals and groups, generasserting the supremacy of the former's interests
those ofthe latter.

::

-;rere followed two developments that to an exi counter-balance one another. On the one hand,
' as increasingly asserted that all law was pub- 111 so far oniy as it was produced by the state
,.-t, through special organs and procedures. Law
.: become, so to speak, the exclusive speech of
-: state. On the other hand, the state declared

:

,:lf bound to its own laws. The activities of its
::ns and the commands of state officials were seen
'.:1id only if their content or, more often, the
. . in r,vhich they were produced, conformed with

in producing and implementing (and, by the same
token, complying with) arrangements expressed in
legal instruments of diverse kinds: constitutions, statutes, decrees, judgments, ordinances, by-larvs.

Central ized organ ization
These instruments, it will be noted, do not stand on
the same plane, but make up a more-or-less explicit
and binding hierarchy of legal sources. Tlpically, the
constitution lies at the top, by-laws stand lorver than
statutes, and so on. This is so in three cÌosely related
SENSCS:

1. Higher

sources authorize and layboundaries upon

Iower ones.

2. The products of lower ones can change without
altering the content of higher ones, in so far as
they articulate and specifi, it in different and thus
variabie ways.

3. The verified contrast between the content of a
higher source and that of a lower one invalidates the lower one. Furthermore, this hierarchy
may be matched by a more visible one. For instance, different judicial organs are empowered
to issue judgments of different scope or gravity.
Higher ones may review and nullifi, or revise the

judgments of lower ones.
This hierarchical arrangement is intended to bring
unity and coherence to a variety of legal instruments
and related organs. But aspects of the state which

have littÌe

to do with law reveal the

same preoc-

-e express legal

cupation r,r,ith unity and coherence, and express it
through hierarchy. For instance, the monopoly in
the exercise of violence has a legal aspect (Weber

-

speaks of 'legitimate force'). But much more signific-

principles, such as those contained
.,nstitutions. Those responsible for deliberating
.. policy often framed their preferences by means
' .::al argument, referring to rights, rules, pre: ...:rts. The implementation of policy was seen to
-r-e largely the enforcement and implementation
-r'.\-S.

- this account, particularly on the continent,
,-:;mic credentials in law became the standard
. ication for those aspiring to enter the state's
-',nistrative apparatLls. In all these ways, though
.: more to an extent that varied in time and from
- il to region, the state-without ceasing to assert
,.n grounding in sheer might-became involved

ant are its organizational components, summarized
in the contemporary expression command, communication, and control, without which that monopoly
cannot be secured. Those components have sometimes a very loose relationship (if any) to legal
constraints-tvitness the fact that 'command, communication, and control'are never as important as in
warfare, a confrontation between the parties' capacity
for exercising organized violence on whose outcome
1aw has very littie bearing.
More generally, the organizational blueprint of
the state mostly reveals a managerial rather than a
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legal rationality. That is, it is chiefly
intended to
make the operations of all state agencies,
numer_
ous and diverse as they may be, as responsive
as
possible to the directir.es of the poÌitical
centre, and
to render them as far as possible uniform, prompt,
predictabie, and economical. Together,
twà rather
different but equally common and persistent
images
of the state-respectively, the pyramid and
the mashins-66nyey, again, a preoccupation with
unity
and coherence which is reflected in its legal
features
but by no means only in these.

The distinction between state
and society
The unity and coherence the state tries
to achieve

also has the effect

of emphasizing its

separateness

with respect to the larger society.
The distinction between .state, and.(civil)

sociefy,,

theorized by Hegel among others, is
more or less expresslyreflected in the constitution
ofseveral Western
states. The state, in principle, is
an ensemble of in_
stitutional arrangerhents and practices
which on the
one hand address all the political aspects
of the man_
agement of a territorially bounded
society, and on
the other address only those aspects.
So understood,
the state represents and justifies itself
as a realm of
expressly political activities (legislation, jurisdiction,
police, military action, public policy)
complementary

to a different realm_
o cial activiti., .hi.;'
11* .*"T::
expressly promote and control, for
they are not
s

:;':i,;,flff

considered political in nature.

Individuals undertake those activities

in

their
private capacities, pursuing values
and interests of
their own, and in the process establish
selves relations which are
É

I
I

j

among them_

not the concern olpublic

policy. At the centre of the realm of
society stand two
sets of concerns which for a long
time the state saw
very much as its own but subsequently,
via lengthy
and complex processes, released to
thai realm.

The state, retigion, and the
market
First, the state becomes increasingly
secular. That is,

it progressively dismisses any concern with
the spir_

itual welfare of individuals, which previously
it had

fostered, mostly by privileging (and professing,

religion and associating itself with one church.
critical reason for this development was the
brr,

down of the religious unity of the West caused
Re[ormation.)

b_..

Second, the state progressively entrusts
to the

central institutions of private law_properh
.
contract-the legal discipiine of the activiiies ,.

relate to the production and distribution
of u e..
and which increasingly take place via the
ma:, ,
Rule, religion, and the economy, thus
differenti:..
can each afhrm its own autonomy and
der.elo;
rationality.

Not that these domains stand entirely on
the s.
plane. One meaning of sovereignty is
that the st.
specific concern with external security

_

and p..

order may override those of private individuals
,
pecially in confronting emergencies. Furtherr:: .
private activities are carried out within
framerr :
of public rules which the state is responsible

for

acting and enforcing. But in principle
those rule
not prejudge the outcome of the interactions
pÌace between individuals.

.

,

-

ta-

_

In

. the same way, it is the state,s prerogative to l*
its own activities by extracting ,.ro.r..., fron
.,

economy. But tlpically the modern
.tara:
state is a

state'. That is: it extracts resources from
the socr;_
economic system chiefly by regularly
lerying mo- .
from stocks and flows of private wealth.
S.i.t t.
have to be authorized by law and carried

out br._

lic officials. This renders rhem comparibl;;iri

security of private property and with
the autonor
operations of the market. The name itself
of ano:
subsidiary form ofextraction, the public
debt, a:

suggests that compatibility: private
individual.
come creditors of the state and to

that extent ph -,
lien on public resources. Furthermore,
the.,uà a
an indispensabÌe role in issuing and guarante; money, but is not supposed to allocate
the rr_c.
stored and vehicled by state_backed
money.
_

With the progress of modernization, the
ferentiation between state and society
is follc_ ,

and deepened by further processes of
differ.ation, taking place within both realms.
For
stance, within the civil society there
emere..
domain-science-which attends .*p..rrly
ur. ,
clusively to the production and distribution
ot ..

ular knowledge about nature, ancl as
such oper_
autonomously with respect to the cognitive
acti,

,

Chapter

-

ncerns of theoiogl. or of other academic dis..'., \,Vithin the sttrte itself, the so-called'division
eLs' betr,r,een the legislature, the judiciar,v, and

:

,..Lltive cclnstitutes the most express and self-

of differentiatior-r. As
- t the state, as n e have already seen, increasingly
.:- ,s itself as a complex ensemble of expressly dif.,lted and purposefully coordinated parts, each
-:-ed to perform as effectiveiy as possible, on be- the rvhole, a specific task. The image of the
: as a machine, and the growing significance of
--!lL1s

outcome of

a process

:abulary of organization, particularly convey
advance of differentiation produces its most
. ettècts in the context of the executive, with
..'..'lopment ofbureaucratic systems of adminis--.-a phenomenon to ivhich I shall return (see
rapter 8).
. l.ie

--e public sphere
-.ibiiitv itself of these processes (often expressly
zed by jurists and other scholars) hides to an
: a iurther phenomenon-the formation of the
- ,: sphere' as a kind of hinge between state and
.... As if to balance and complement the extent
---;h, as suggested above, the state monitors and
. , the processes of the civil society, the subjects
. in it acquire a capacity first to observe the
..ìes of the state, then to communicate with one
- :r. about them, to criticize them, and finally
:ke significant inputs into them. This is only
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some state organs cornes to depend on registeriLlg
and counting the prefèrences periodically expressed
by much larger ntimbers of people makir.rg t4) the
electorate. Again, at fir:st onl,r' a narro\\r minoritr'
l'vithir-r the population can form ar-rd express such
preferences, and even as, rvith the progress of liber-alism, that minoritl, grows, it remains lorlg bounded by
tu,o qualifications: (1) material possessious (census

voting) and (2) cultural attainments (capacity vot-

ing)

(see also Chapter 5). \Ve may cl-raracterize the

progress of democracy, instead, as the progressive
lor'vering and then elimination of those barriers. in
the long run, the gleat majority of the adult population (for a long time, excluding r,vomen in many
countries) acquires, through the suffrage, at.r equal
(though rninimal) capacity to express preferences
and to make them affect the selection of political
elites and, r,ia these, the forrlation of public policy.

The nerv 'entrants into politics' are n.robilized by expressly forrned orgallizations-political
parties-the competition between which determines directly rvho at a given time has the decisil'e say
in legislative and executive organs, and indirectly the
content of their activities. In otl-rer terms, the fbrmation of public policy is made to depend on 'adversary

politics'. This involves not only the periodic contest
between parties for electoral support, but also the
right of the party which has failed in a given contest
to criticize the policies of the successful party, to
propose alternative policies, and to seek success in
the next contest.

. --le, at first, to a narrow minority within the
. :tion which possesses the leisure and the marr-rd cultural resources necessary for taking part
'':ìe processes. But in the course of time that
:-:tr-grows.

-:

comprises institutions such as
.:dom of speech, of the press, of assembiy, of
: ,..:ron; rules that require some state organs to
-,--t their activities in public and thus to expose
' .o legitimate debate and criticism; above all,
-.iitutions of 'representative' government.
pr-rb1ic sphere

taral and democratic
.
angernents for participation
..i to these institutions, the selection of the small
-ties who directly and continuously operate

The burden of conflict
Although we generally think of political participation
chiefly as a vertical flow ofinfluence from the societv
at large towards its political sumtnit, we should never

forget the etymological rneaning of 'participation'
itself: taking sides. This meaning points instead to a
horizontal split, a division rvithin the society itself.
Put otherwise, tl-rrough the public sphere the contrasts of opinion on political matters formed lr'ithin
the society map themselves onto the state, affecting
particularlythe operations of its legislative organs and
of those charged with the initiation and implen-rentation ofpolicy. Such contrasts, though generally they
do not express themselves through organized violence (given the state's monopoly of that) can be bitter
and divisir.e, for expressly political alignments such

92
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parties often derive their conflicting policy orient-

ations from deep and long-standing social cleavages
within the population where they compete with one
Chapter 13).

another for support
Such cleavages do not just represent different ori(see

entations of opinion concerning individual issues,
sometimes reflect serious cultural differences
(say, between religious or between linguistic groups),
tensions between a country's centre and its peri-

but

phery, ethnic differences, or sharp class antagonisms.
Such a situation is potentially threatening to sensitive
political values, particularly when those cleavages do
not cut across each other, but build on one another.
Think of the Irish situation in the eighteenth century,
when the native popuiation often spoke a different
language from the 'Anglo' upper stratum, practised
a different religion, and was systematically excluded
from positions having higher economic and social
status.

In the modern political vocabulary, the significance ofsuch a threat is particulariy evident in negative

expressions like'sectionalism','factionalism','par-

tisanship', or 'interest' and in the nearly obsessive
contrasting emphasis on the necessity of protecting
from such phenomena the state's 'unity', appealing instead to 'loyalty', 'discipline', and 'spirit of
sacrifice'.

Citizenship and nation
In most modern states, this threat is countered by two
diftèrent and to an extent complementary strategies:
citizenship and the nation.

Citizenship
The first strategy consists in the institution of citizenship, which finds its primordial expression in the
dictum all citizens are equal before the law. In fact,
in its early formulations the principle did not refer

to citizens; rather, it denied individuals of

exalted

status, without demoting them from that, some particular privileges they had long enjoyed, such as the
exemption from certain forms of taxation and from
the courts' jurisdiction, the right to be tried by their
own peers or to be protected from certain kinds of
punishment. But the principle came to signif, the
progressive inciusion of al1 individuals making up
the people into a formally equal relationship to the
state itself.

Individuals who found themselves placed unc.
the same obligations and enjoyed the same entil,.
menivis-à-vi.s the state were made to feei more eq*

to one another. Furthermore their entitlements ::
lating to the public sphere were put at the sen . -,
of a new principle of equality, associated r'vith : ,
progress of democracy, and originally phrased as

man, one vote. Under this principle,

c'- - .

as we have se.

'
broader and broader masses of individuals (ag.
excluding women, for a long time) were able to er -.
the political process and make an input into
state's own activities via the electoral proc€ss -:
inter-party competition. Parties getting their supl
chiefly from economically disadvantaged strata rmoted public policies-those we generaily asso.
with the weifare state-that added to citizen. '
new entitlements loward the state. These to èfl e\,:reduced or compensated for inequalities gefl€rl.:
among individuals by the workings of the mr:.

system and ofthe resultant class cleavages.

As a consequence, as one argument goes it is not an uncontested argument) those clear'.:,
lost much of their power to threaten the st:..
unity. However, this happened by mobilizing c contrasts, by making the processes of creation -,
distribution of wealth an object of pubiic conten:
and of policy, no longer shielded from the stat.
the separateness of the social realm.
Thus, in the first straltegy the state acknowle;the significance of socio-economic cleavages anc pressly works to reduce it by means of the gror'.
structures of the welfare state. To this end it erti..-

from the economy greater and greater resources. :
entrusts them to expressly created public ore.
mandating them both to redistribute those r€sour,:
and to assist the economy in producing further :,
sources. The whole process is made possibie b
historically unprecedented context, characterizei
the capacity for sustained growth of industrial t,
nomies. Nonetheless, it presents problems of r':ir-

kinds, at any rate from the standpoint of the e.
which control those economies, although often tr,
too benefit amply from the growing involvemer:
their state in economic affairs.
I have already mentioned one particular prob-.
The policies moderating the inequalities generat..
the market by expanding the benefits of citizen.
are activated by forces which, by denouncing tinequalities, often express and enhance the prc'..

,t, '.

;fX

'.

1 Patterns

4.

of state formation

-.n distinguish at least five paths in

state forma-

:.:.

::::',:t&li+gtel4 Thenatlb

hints at a nation's origins in primordial phenomena, for it has the same root as 'nature' and nasci,
Latin for 'to be born'. Most contemporary accounts
ofthe concept, however, seem to agree that nations
are imagined and socially constructed communities

: - tent power through the build-up of armies and

solely responsible to monarchs (e.9.

' --=aucracies
' - :: and Prussia).
----:gh

kingship facing judges and representot::dies (and, wìthin them, eventually political
. =s) which developed sufflcient strength to be-

.
,

-.-" rndependent powers (e.g. England, Sweden).

..:

:ormation from below through confederation

'.::ration,

due to the maintenance of effectlve

:,.-^cmy for the constituent 'states' and a gen-

..
.-

:-l-lphasis on the division of power within the
'checks and balances' (e.9. Switzer-

,': through

.--

;S)

-'..= 'crmation through conquest and/or unifrca: g. Germany, ltaly).
. - 'ormation through independence (e.g. lre. -- \iorway, and cases of break-up of empires:
-: ::lrg and Ottoman empires).

-

:Japted from Daalder (1991 14).

, :--r.11tern social
.r.

strata, and thus threaten the

state.

':'\ood
:, 'J strategy addresses this problem directly,
:: -,f to generate in the whole society, across
.::ì.

a shared sense

ofsolidarity grounded on

J. To refer again to a concept introduced

-- political community tlpical of modern

to constitute a nation. Most of the
, .:h rvhich this book deals define themselves
. -ìrates; the relations of states with one an:r.. up international politics; the pursuit of
:l:1 interest by each state is supposed to be
,.-onale for the varying content of those rela- ., --,-. the largest international organization in
: ----ìL.ros€d

.

::trfiorarf political environment is called the
"'i.rtions. Furthermore, nationaiism is widely
-.itter or for worse)

as a most significant

(Anderson 1983). That is: most nations have been
brought into being by protracted, intense, diffrrse
communication processes, mostly activated by the
state and carried out on its behalf, funded from the
public purse, and carried out by modern intellectuals
(historians, journalists, poets, musicians, teachers,
political leaders). Their products are diffused by the
compulsory public education system and vehicled
by various symbolic practices (such as monuments,
street names, public festivities, commemorations,
and military parades). In so far as this operation is
successfirl, it sustains in the members of the public
a sense of trust, mutual belonging, and solidarity, a
shared commitment to and pride in tradition.
As a result of those socialization processes, a
people who generally had already lived for generations within the same framework of rule may come
to share a value-Iaden, emotionally compelling image
of its history and its destiny, a sense of its own uniqueness and superior value. It comes to perceive itself as
a distinctively significant, binding, active, collective
entitF. It generally identifies closely with the territory
of the state, which it considers its own cradle and its
prime possession; or it aspires to make the territory on
which it resides the seat of a new, self-standing state,
intended to give political expression to its unity, to redeem its population from its painful and demeaning
subjection to a state governed by foreign people.
The emphasis on nationhood counteracts the tendency of the public sphere to project into the political
realm divisions arising from the diverse, often con-

flicting interests which motivate the actMties of
private individuals in the civil society. Such divisions
tend to engender political loyalties which challenge
the concern of rulers, once more, with unity and discipline. But the appeal to nationhood also has a more
positive significance, which relates it to citizenship
and the trend towards widening and enriching its
significance.
Above, I have attributed that trend to the attempt
by underprivileged social groups to reduce their dis-

r r ol political activiry.

advantage

,his, the concept of nation is notoriously

search

::fine. The etymology of the

expression

for

with respect to privileged ones. But

a

greater socio-economic equality can also

impart more significance to nationhood itself. In the
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historical career of citizenship the
rhetoric of.one

nation', in various

BOX 4.2 Wagner,s law

modern, state-wide,welfare, poiicies,
those initiated

Consider the following scattered indication
of the
validity of the so-called ,Wagner,s Law,,
which

formulations, has played at least
as
great a role as that of,socialjustice,.
tn fact, the earliest

by Bismarck in nineteenth_century
Germany, were
probably inspired more by the first
concern than
by the second. Even later, and in other
countries,

states

that government spending tends to rise
faster than the
growth of the nationaj economy
as a whole. ln the UK
government spending accounted

one may detect a connection between
the burdens
and sufferings the state,s rnilitary
ventures impose

for the percentages

of GNP shown in the table

on a people, supposedly on behalf
of the national
interest, and the state,s attempt to
ease those burdens
or compensate for those sufferings
through welfare
initiatives.

Year
1

890

1920
1938

Civilianization

1960

This awkrvard expression refers to
a complex devel_
opment which progressively affects
political practice
in estabiished states. Although, i woutd
urgr_,., polt_
ical power maintains its ultìmate
g.o,rrrairg'i,, th.

exercise or the threat of organized

1970
198
1

,riole..., tie latter
proi.rriorruly

involved in (so to speak) the Uìrin..,
of pofi,ì..
longer differ markedly (as they

983

30.0
36.4
43.0
50.3
53

<

Similarly, in the US the amount
of government (federal, state, and local) spending
as a proportion of the
net national product almost tripled
between 1926 and
1979.For all EECD countries
overthe period 1953_73

to manifest itself openly and harshly
in everyday experience. Most ol the peopie
ceases

1

8.9
20.2

,o

the average

ofthe national product accounted for
bi
government spending rose from
34 to 39 per cent.
Source: Poggi (1999: 109).

did in earlier-.,u*..
of state development) in their attire,
their for,.r..,
their speech, their demeanour, the
ways they relate

to one

another and to other people, from
individuals
involved in other lines of business,
be it .o**"...,

management, or Ì*re liberal professions.
Most kinds of political and administrative
activity

are carried out in relatively peaceable
and orderly
sites (legislatiye bodies, courts, public
agencies of
various kinds), where people generally
tati politely
to one another, consult and refer to docJments,
argue about solutions to problems,
negotiate
ar_

rangements, express reasons for
their preferences,
put forward proposals and suggestiors.'Elren
when
superiors expressry give orders
to their subordinates
in the expectation of being obeyed,
they refer at most
in an implicit, covert manner to the
sanctions which
would followfrom disobedience,
and those sanctions

rarelyentail the exercise or the threat
ofviolence. The

highest and most general legal

utes-are

commandr_r"r, ,r"r_

expressed in highly codified,
sophisticated

language. Lower level commands
(say, a fine or an
order to pay tax) are only valid
and Ui.rairrg-if

tlrey
refer to higher level ones. And
much of thJactivity

carried out by state agencies renders
various kini,
of services to individuals, assists their
private pu:

suits, serves their needs, and is
undertuk.n on th.,

demand.

This does not mean that political
activity has lc ,.
its sting, which (again and again)
continues

to co:.

sist in threatened or actual violence.
The p€rsorll:

routinely involved in that, however,
are genera ,
(not in times of war) a minority
among th?mui.
tude.of people carrying out the _uriÀld

activity characteristic of a developed
state.
,.

{ro,

politìc-

significantly, that minority operates
witL

distinctive components of the statet
pàU,Lui urra . _
ministrative machinery. Generally,
plopte servins
the police and in the armed for..,
ur. ,fr. orffì..
viduals authorized and expected
to bear arms, to \\ .,
uniforms. They belong to bodies
where the

authority

lines

are

particularly clear, an imperious chair.

command obtains, harsh sanctions
may be promf

.

Chapter 4,,The *atlÒn"state:'.,:gS

:-licted on those members who disobey or disregthe threat or exercise of
,1ence is entrusted to specialized personnel and
;-r31nlsd-6ne might say segregated-from the
:nral practices of political authority, both materi.'.' , fbr instance, soldiers reside in specially designed
r.ldings) and sylbolically (see again the uniforms
.:tary people wear, with their markers of rank).
?unishment is no longer inflicted on miscreants in
,, --iic places, in a particularly dramatic, cruel, visible
.rner. The most common among serious punishr:lts-imprisonment-is mostly carried out in a

:: orders. In this manner

.-:inized, silent, invisible manner, in separate build-.. often out of the public eye. And the decision

-.ring to bear the means of violence on crimin- ,.rr on enemies belongs in principle to the other

:

,

of political personnel, not themselves directly
rlved in practising violence-judges, members of
resentative bodies, top political officials.

---nder

this kind of 'civilianized' arrangement,
-.;entally, the state's capacity to unleash organ: - r'iolence does not diminish, but if anything
- '.,s. For instance, a properly organized milit. .rnit, commanded by professional oltcers and
: *-rg properly trained soldiers, equipped with the
- ;,.rpriate weaponry, can wield an amount of mur: .rs frrepower that in the past no traditional militia
.-: up of volunteers and captained by local, non-ssional leaders could muster. paradoxically, this
. .:se in the potential for violence may be accom:d by a decrease in the actual exercise ofviolence.
r:\-go about the ordinary business oftheir lives,
ldr-ials may be spared the experience of fear by
, ;n-fact that the potential violence monopolized
-: state becomes more, not less, fearsome.
.

-

: .*i:';*pt*ai psrtreit

rere*peai

::odern political environment is composed of
.:,.rlitr. of states which share some formal char: .)tics. Thanks to its monopoly of legitimate,
- :.zed violence, each state exercises sovereign

r: o\.er a popuiation which inhabits a precisely
:-.-:ed territorl, and constitutes a political com.rr

,

sft.r, referred to as a nation. The interactions

:'in states are normally peaceable, but since they

are not overseen and regulated by a superior power
capable of imposing sanctions, they ultimately depend on the might each state can bring to bear to
oppose or overwhelm other states pursuing interests
opposed to their own. Thus, those interactions are
highly contingent and may periodically be adjusted
by the threat or exercise of military action between
the states involved.
Over the course of the last two or three centuries, many states have, to a greater or lesser degree,

acquired additional traits. Their internal structure
is generally designed and controlled by laws which
each state produces and enforces, but which in turn
regulate its own activities. These are very diverse,
and are generally carried out by a number of organs
and specialized agencies. They deal directly with a
variable set of matters which the state considers of
public significance, leaving instead to the initiative
of individual subjects other matters making up the
concerns of (civil) society.
Some state activities, however, including the mak-

ing of laws and their enforcement, lay down frameworks for the pursuit by individuals of their own
private concerns. Furthermore, the institutions of
the public sphere may empower individuals to form
and communicate opinions on state policies, and to
organize themselves in parties which represent the
diverse (and often contrasting) interests within the
society, select the personnel ofvarious state organs,
and mandate their policies.
In the course of the last two centuries, most states
have conferred on the individuals making up their
populations a variable set of entitlements of citizen-

ship, beginning with those relating to the public
sphere, and comprising claims to various benefits
and services provided by the state, but ultimately
funded from the proceeds of the state's fiscal activities. The advance of citizenship has often entailed
making a public issue of socio-economic differences
between individuals, and committing state poliry to

their moderation. For this reason it has often been
contested. One may consider the appeal to nationhood, and the state's positive efforts to 'push' that
appeal, as a way of curbing the divisive effects of the
contests over the reach and content of citizenship
entitlements.
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KEY POINTS

!l

States differentiate between their political
activities
and civil society (economic activrties
anci on matters
of religious belief and cult). They articulate
themselves
through various kinds of legal instruments (constltu_
tions, statutes, decrees, various kinds
of rulings) into

units operated by distinct bodies of persoÀet.

parties seeking to maximize
their electoral support in

order to occupy the top positions in
various state bod_
ies and

tr

tn

particular, they have entrusted practices
involving internal order and external defence (police
and military)
.J ln the democratic state declsions over
state policies
are the product of the peaceable
competition between

Q

to promote the interests of their supporters.

Policies pursued bystates since the
middle ofthe nineteenth century have sought to moderate
inequalities

by assigning individual members of
tne poputation
civil, political rights, and social rights:
citizenship
To counter divisive tendencies beiween
grorOr,
have undertaken pollcies intended
to generate a sense

,*,.,

of commonality citizenship anO natiJnnooO-

§Ielgjgyglgpment
All the conceptual features of the

state presented
above are the outcomes of numerom
urj complex
historical events. These differed notjust
in

their loc_

ation in space and time, but in other
respects: (l) the
sequence in which those events
occurred, (2) the de_
gree_to which their protagonists
expressly sought to
produce those outcomes, (3) the
extent to which the
features agreed or conflicted with
one another. Such
differences, in turn, affected the
way in which the
various features determined the patterns
of political
activity characteristic ofeach statà,
its relations to the
civil society, its capacity to respond
to new challenges.

Furthermore, as we have seen, all
states-in_the_
making operated in the presence
of one another.
Thus their mutual awareness led
some states to im_
itate some aspects of others, or on
the contrary to

emphasize their differences from
one another. This

further complicated the hìstorical processes. po,
i.r_
stance, at a certain stage states
previously unified
by the successfirl efforts ofroyal dlnasties
sought to
strengthen their unity by promoting
in the popula_
tions over which they ruled a sense-of
natiorrt ooa.

Later other states imitated such nation_building
a
project. Furthermore, populations
which in spite of
being ruled over by foreign powers
had soàehow

acquired a sense of themselves as .nations
states' sought, more or less successfully,

It stresses, from time to time, either differ_
ences between relatively similar
units or similaritie.
them.

between relatively different ones. It
contrasts statej
buiit early, in late medieval or early modern
Europt
(for instance, England or France),
with others buii:
during a relatively late stage of modernization
(fo:
instance, in the second half of the
nineteenth
as

in the

centun,.

case

of Germany or Italy).

lt

distinguishe,

built upon successful conquest (for instance.
England) from those owing their
existence to the
breakdown of larger polities (for instance,
contem_
states

porary Serbia or Ukraine).
This section of the chapter simplifies
the story o:
state formation and development
by distinguishins
three broad phases within it. This
.to.y,

it;";; ;:

remembered, unfolded first in Europe,
then extendec
to polities built elsewhere by European
powers (fbr

instance, North America), and lut..
..r.o_pu.r..
other parts of world. However, the
way ir, *frl.f, t

is narrated here reflects

chiefly the European experi_
ence. Even in this context, let us
say it once more, th.

succession

of phases suggested below purposeftrll.,

abstracts from a huge variety of
events, i".ia.",.
episodes which a properly historicai
treatment rvouìc
have to account for.

without

to build states

of their own. In other terms, in some
cases statebuilding precedes nation-building, in
other cases it is

the opposite.

In dealing with these phenomena, the study
of
comparative politics necessarily tends
to simplify

Consolidation of rute
We may label 'consolidation of ruÌe,
the first phase
which takes place, largely, between
the twelfti anc
the^ seventeenth century. As it
runs its course, witl:

different timings in different countries,
a decreasinc

.,,,ichlptÉi.g
-:rber ofpolitical centres extend their control over
.:qer and larger portion of Europe. Each
' .:ss expressly and successfuliy broadens more
the ter_
:ial reach of its own monopoly of legitimate

making them prevail

in the clash of arms against
the resources wielded by the enemy. Very often mil_
itary innovation confers an advantage to armies and
fleets that are larger, and can thus wage war over
more than one front, and become internally differ_
entiated into'services' which can effectively perform

:nce and imposes it on other centres. The political
-: of the continent becomes simpler and simpler,

- :ach centre now practices
rule, in an increas_

distinct, complementary tasks in warfare. But such
armies and fleets can be afforded only by rulers who
marshal larger resources, and in turn this requires
raising troops from larger populations, tapping the
wealth produced by larger territories. This premium
on size is a strong inducement to consolidation.
But one should not forget that the recourse to war,
however frequent throughout European history is

'uniform manner, over
bigger territories. These,
,- r:rlrore, tend to become geographically more

'

-.

and historically more stable_unless, of
they become themselves objects of further

.,nr-rous

- .:.

sses of consolidation.
:::etimes these are peaceful. For instance, the
. of two dynasties ruling over different parts
- -:,rpe marry, and the territorial holdings of one
-

:

=

-.e become soldered with those of the other. C)r
:lcal centre temporarily hands over to another
.-, of its own territory as security for a loan, but
, :.tàults and surrenders that security. But mostly
- . ,idation
is the more or iess direct outcome of

,

--onflicts between two centres over which one

- rtrol which territory. Such conflicts are mostiy
: - Dr- rvar, which leads to conquest and
forcible
: .::ron of all or part of the loser,s territory to
::-.'antage of the winner. .States ,ruk. *uri,
u,
: ri m€lrlorably put it, .and wars make states,
t90:42).
' -.. a decisive role
in the consolidation of rule

'

::X

by its very nature intermittent. When weapons are
silent, however temporarily, resources of a àifferent
nature come into play. Often, political centres intent
on consolidating rule do this in response to an appeal
for peace which recurs most frequently in European
history often being voiced by religious leaders. Each
centre argues (and seeks to prove) that by establish_

ing its control over a larger territory it can put an
end to rivalries between lesser powers which would
otherwise occasion war. This does not always involve

prevailing over those powers in battle. Diplomatic
action, the game of alliances and coalitions, the abil_
ity to isolate opponents or to make them accept a
degree of subordination, sometimes the recourse
to

.; by military resources. But these in turn
- ihe 'sinews of war,, that is the financiai

a

.o illuster those resources_troops, officers,

-

-and

deploy them against opponents,

,*Éfr.e,ij:ièi..

arbilration by the empire or the papacp also play
role.

Besides, military activity itself requires and pro_
duces rules of its own, the very core of an emerging

4.3 The bureaucratic state
. --:

TJle

-- .:r^ed
-:,

of law prevails. a bureaucratic organiza-

Officials do not own the resources necessary for
the
performance of their functjons but are
accountable
for their use. Offjcial and private afiairs are strictly

by the following principles.

ousiness is conducted on a continuous basis,

'.-: are rules in an administrative agency
such
.' rhe duty of each official to do certain
' .. :i work is delimited in terms of impersonal
-,
i2) the official is given the authority neces_
- . .arry
out hrs/her assigned functions,
-: :f ca6pg15ion at his/her disposal are

::

responsibilities and
:hy

(3) the
stnctly

separated

Offices cannot be appropriated by their incumbents
in the sense of private property that can be sold or
inherited.

6. Official

business is conducted on the basis of written

documents.
Sou

are part of

:

rce. Bendix

(1

960: 4l g-1 9)

l
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body of law seeking, more or less successfuÌly,
to
regulate aspects of the relations
between states. An_
other significant part of such law makes
conflict over
territory less likely by laying down ciear
principles for
succession into vacant seats ofpower,
which gener_

instance on their own behalf. They
could be indu;
to do so on the ruler,s behalf only on
certain cor,.
tions, sanctioned by tradition or laid
out in exr.:,
agreements between themselves
and the .rl.r. -

instance, the cooperating lesser powers
would ert:
economic resources from the population
inhabj
the portions of the state,s terriiory
under their

ally make the exclusive entitlement
to rule depend on

legitimate descent. Other developments
.orrr.ib.,,.

to the same effect, which *e
.pacifica_
-ight call
tion'. In particular, thanks to remarkabl.
udr.ur...
in geography, in the measurement of terrain
and

ir-

diction in orderto conveythem to the
ruler. But
would do so only if they had given

in-cartography, the physical reach
ofeach centre of
rule comes to be clearly delimited by
geographical
borders, in turn often determined
by feltur"es of the
terrain. It remains true, as Hobbes put
it, that states
adopt towards one another) even
wien they are not

those resources. They often kept
a more or less 1,- part of those resources for themselves,
and contr,localiy the ways in which the remainder

of them .
managed and expended in their respective
part c)

the continent of Europe, and later
other continents,

in a clear and potentially stable manner.2

down policy

for the state as a whole and h..-. .
promptly, reliably, and uniformly
executed ove :
whole territory. They make the conduct
ol ;
ical and administrative business
discontinuou,

Rationalization of rule

development,

and the distinctive processes of
a second phase, which
we might label the rationaiizatior_r
of rule. Consolid_
uti:"'
have seen, produces larger, more
visible,
Y:
and stable containers of state po*J.,

rationalization
which such power is

bears chiefly on the ways in
exercised. We can characterize
such ways ly airtirr_
guishing in turn three aspects of
it: ( l ) centralization,
(2) hierarchy, and (3) function.
Let us take them in

turn.

sometimes erratic, since who is
charged with j:
time-in particular, qua head oian aristt,. : .

given

lineage-depends on the vàgaries of
hereditar.

cession. Thus, often those engaged

in that bLr.

are individuals who have no particular
inclinirt_

capacity for it. Even the cooperation
granted. -,,
have seen, by constituted, collective
b-oai., r..
f

called'estates') tends to give priorityto
the part interests of those bodies, and
thus io p..r...,. ,
tional arrangements, beginningwith
thìir autor _
On this account it can be very difficult,
for the :
to coordinate and render predictable
the pract.,.

plurality of powers interposed between
him,.

Centralization

a-

In consolidating rule, and subsequently
in exercising

the top and, at the bottom, a territory
made
consolidation and its population.

holders-chiefly, aristocratic dlnastie.,
Io*r, urrd
other local or regional bodies, bishops
anJ other

To remedy this situation, rulers
on the one
progressively dispossess the existent
individua ,
bodies of their facuities and facilities
of rvhic:. .
had traditionallyavailed themselves,o
p.rf-n
ical and administrative tasks.3
On the othe. l

it,.rulers had largely availed themselves
of the luoper_
ation of various subordinate but privileged
power

ecclesiastical dignitaries. Often
that cooperation was
granted only after the subordinut.
porvàr, had been
forced to renounce some of their
prir.it.g"r_i., pur_

ticular, especially as concerns aristocrats,
that of

waging private wars.
Al ,!: same, cooperation generally had to be
ne_
gotiated between the ruler and
the privileged powers.
These maintained a degree of
uoàrro_Iur'.ortrot
over various reiources, and managed
them in the first

,

territory.
Obviously, such arrangements limit
conside:.the rulers' freedom of action, their
abilitv t,

fighting, 'a posture of warre,. But they
partitioned

Historically, there is often an overlap
between those
I have called processes of consolidatiàn,
dominant in
the first phase of state formation
and

:_

their consethe purpose to which the ruler intended
to cor_,

lai..
_

-..

they put in place alternative arrangements
I,

_

forming both those tasks and thore"rnud.
,r...
by new circumstances. Insteacl of relying
on former cooperators, they choose to

avail à.n,,,
of agents and agencies, that is, individuals
and i
which the rulers themselves select,
empower. l
date, activate, control, fund, discipline,
and,;
In other terms, rulers build bureaucracies.

,

Chapter

:

.

of privileged individuals ar.rd bodies (see Chapter g).
ner'r, basis consists in the duties and obligations of indìr.iduals (rve may label them 'bureaucrats'

arbitrar,v, despotic fashion, and expose all

or 'otficiais') who have been appointed purposefully to established ofhces. Thus, the political and

:rc1ed,

subject

to it to extreme insecurity. ln

fact,
-.re\dous cooperators r.vho objected to the ruler's
.1l'rangements often raised cornplaints to that

:,:. end sometimes rightly

so. But more often their
-';tions simply reflected their reiuctance to give
: ìflle of their previous privileges. We rvould not
.ì.terize this phase as 'ratior-ralization of rule' if
- :1ef import had been solely to unbind rule.
aspect of 'the European miracle' (the title
. .:resanI981)
that this phase of state-building has
-:irparently contrasting aspects. First, through

:

::r'ategy \^/e are discussing, rulers come to over-.rntrol, and to an extent manage, social life at
-. .n tt more and more intense) continuoLls, sys, rc, purposive, and pervasir.e manner. Second,

.

legitirnate, rule must appear to be oriented to
as general, and must be
: -'. >id in a more and more impersonal and formal
'::r. The notion of raison d'état conveys both
: -.s. It asserts that the might and security of the
is a general and paramount interest, whose
'.--rt may occasionally override
all others. But that
: ::t is to be sought through self-conscious delib:r. grounded in an assiduous, careful, detached
' ,rrir.rg of circumstances.
',r;t,
the rationalization of rule itself is part of a
-ir process of rationalization of social existence
.r'. Each major sphere of society (beginning
rr' three already mentioned: politics, economy,
- -: becomes the exclusive concern of a different
...ional complex-a self-standing ensemble of
.inlents, personnel, resoLlrces' principles, and
.':s of activity. This differentiation allows (and
,'-'. demands) each concern to be pursued in

.rts rvidely recognized

..

ìray as to maximize a distinctive goal: re:1r- the might and security of the state, the
,-riÌity of economic operations, and the indi. irlospects of spiritual sahration.

.
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principle, this process could greatly increase
hold upon social life at large of tire political
.,e, enable the ruler to exercise por,ver in an un-

.:
:

4

:.chy
:olitical context, rationalization changes the
i tl.re routine exercise of power: the public
,u.rding of its nature, its objective, its boundds we have seen, that basis was traditionally
lted by the rights and perquisites of a rlumber

The

adrninistrative activities of those individuals can be
programmed from above b1, means of express corlmands. Those issuing such commands can rer.vard
those to whom tl-rey are issued if they comply with

them, punish them if they do not. The commands
themselves harre tlr.o critical characteristics: (1) they
tend to be general, that is they refèr in abstract terms

to

a variety of concrete circumstances; and (2) therr
content can legitimately change, ancl thus respor-rd to
nerv circumstances (see also Box 4.3).
For this to happen, the ner,v ensembles of indir.iduals i,vho carry out political and administrative

activities-the bureaucratic units-must be hierarchically structured. At the bottom of the structure,
even lowly oflrce-holders are elxpowered to give or.ders (issue verdicts, coliect taxes, conscript rr-rilitary
recruits, deny or give permissions)

to

those lyir-rg

belorv the structure itself. Those holders themselves,
however, are supposed to do so in compliance with
directives communicated to them by superiors. These

monitor the activity of their direct subordinates,
verify whether they conform with their directives,
and if necessaly override or correct their orders.
And this arrangement can be replicated at various
levels within the whole structure, which constitutes
an ordered array where higher offices supervise, activate, and direct lolver ones. In a related hierarchical
arrangement, lower ofhces inform higher ones, rlake
suggestions on horv to deal with situations, and higher
ones make decisions and transmit thern downwards

to lower ones lor implementation.
As I have already indicated, law plays a significant
role in structuring these arrangements for rule. First,
law itselfis a hierarchically structured set ofauthoritative commands, from those contained in a state,s

constitution at the top to the fine issued by irafEc
wardens at the bottom. Second, law can be taught
and learned, and the knowledge of it (at its various
levels) can determine, to a greater or lesser extent,
the content of the agents'political and adrninistrative
operations.
This second aspect ofthe law points to a broader aspect of the rationalization of rule-the growing role

of knowledge in the government and administration
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of the state. As rulers increasingly dispense with
the cooperation of privileged individuals and bod_
ies, the agents with which they replace them are
largely chosen on account of what they know, or
are presumed to know in so far as they have earned
academic degrees and passed selective tests. Agents
are expected to orient their practices ofrule less and
less

to their own individual preferences or to local,

particular tradition and lore, more and more to properly imparted and learned, systematic knowledge.
Legal knowledge is the protofl?e of this, especially

on the European continent, but it is increasingly
complemented and supplemented by different kinds
of knowledge-those relevant to, say, waging war,

building roads and bridges, charting the country
collecting statistical data, keeping financial accounts,

minting money, policing cities, safeguarding public
health.

Rulers are interested in increasing the resources a\.arable to the society as a whole, if onty to draw upc,

them in funding their political and administratr-,.
activities. But to this effect they must at least r;
cognize the requirements of the country,s econon:.
system, at best protect or indeed foster its product_ .
dynamic, which rests chiefly on the market. To i:
end, as we have already seen, the extraction from .- ,
economy of private resources increasingly takes pÌ_ .
-

_

chiefly by means of taxation.

The security of those resources and of th.
employment must be sustained by guarantee::
through appropriate legislation and the machiner
law enforcement, the institutions of private prop.
and contract. But other sociai interests and cultLconcerns, too, not just economic ones, benefit ti.
the limits rationalized rule sets on its own scope
:
_

Function
Another principle structuring the centralized system
of offices is function, that is, the system is internally
differentiated so that its parts will deal optimallywith
avariety of tasks. To this end, the system parts must
possess and put to use materially different
resources;

not onlyvariously bodies ofknowledge, acquired
and
brought to bear by appropriately trained and selected
personnel, but artefacts as diverse as weapons
end, printing machines at the other.

officials, appears more regular and predictable, an.
occasional deviations from rules can be redresse:

at one

For all its diversity, the whole structure is activ_
ated and controlled, not only by knowledge,
but by
money, another public reality distinctly connected
with rationaliry chiefly acquired through taxation.
The collaboration with rulers of traditional power_

holders had usually engaged material and othe,

The expansion of rule
In the third phase, states display a clynamic whic:
may label the 'expansion of ruie,. For centuries.
activities ofeach state had been oriented to two rconcerns:

1. On the international scene, it sought chiel,,
secure itself from encroachments by other s.,,
on its territory and on its ability to define _
pursue its own interests autonomously.

2. Within its territory, it was committed to r: ,
taining public order and the effectiveness

resources which were part of their patrimony;
thus,
it was self-financed and unavoidably self_interested.

,

laws.

Now, agencies operate by spending public funds
al_
located to them on the basis of express, periodic

In the second half of the nineteenth and thr
-the twentieth century, however, states broughl activities of rule to bear on an increasingly
ci- .
range of sociai interests.
Essentially, the state no longer simply orc.

decisions (budgets) and are held accountable for
the
way those funds are spent. Office_holders are
spically salaried, manage resources that do not belong
to
them but to their offices, and as they comply
with
their duties are not expected to seek p.r.orj guirr,
except in the form of career advancement.4

To the extent that it is rationalized, the exercise
of rule becomes more compatible with the private
individuals'pursuit of their interests. From the per_
spective of those individuals, rule, as exercised
by

from the arrangements it makes in order to becc,-.
compatible with the autonomy of civil society.

,.

through legislation the autonomous unclertakir..
individuals and groups or sanctions their prir,.:..
rangements through its judicial system. Increas
_
it intervenes in private concerns by modifl.ins .
arrangements or by collecting greater resourceì
then redistributing them more to some parties i-

L
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to others. Also, it seeks to manage social activities
according to its own judgements and preferences,
for it considers the outcome of those activities as
a legitimate public concern, which should reflect a

broader and higher interest (for example, the promotion of industrial development, of social equity,
or of national solidarity).
The expansion of rule modifies deeply (and perhaps irreversibly) the relationship between state and
society which characterized the previous phase. On

this account, we can classify most of its explanations
according to whether they locate the main source of
the drive to expand in the state itselfor in society.
The former accounts occur in various versions.

1. They may, first, impute to the state's administrative machinery an inherent tendency to grow, to
avail itself of more resources, to take charge of
more tasks, to address ever more, and more various, social interests, instead ofleaving them to the

market or to the automous pursuit of individuals
and groups.
see the main reason for
state expansion in the dynamics of representative

2. Or, second, they may

democracy and of adversary politics. Putting it
simply, it pays for a party out of power to increase
its support by promising, if voted into power, to
devote more public resources to this or that new

state actir.ity, and thus advancing the interests
social groups responding to its appeal. Typicalli
is parties of the Ieft which have successfi-rlly plar .

this card, and have employed new forms of st: ,
activity and state expenditure in seeking to redr'- ' ,
the disadvantages inflicted on its supPorters market processes.

3. This interpretation fits closely with a third

c': .

which imputes the expansion of the state chi.
to phenomena located in the society side of state/society divide. Here, it is again underp:.
ileged groups that stand to gain most by state :
pansion, and thus invoke it and favour it, thr o..r:
their suffrage or by other forms of mobilizatj,

4. But according to a rather different fourth in:.
pretation, manv aspects of state expansion '
port, rather than correct and counteract, the rr.i
ings of the market economy, and are thus dir c -"
or indirectly in the interests primarily of firms employers. For instance, the colonial ventuts:
some European states are imputed to the searc--.
major economic forces for privileged occ€sS tr
raw materials, the manpower, the market op'--tunities they saw in foreign lands, or to their s..
ing profit in supplying the state with militan .
naval hardware. Furthermore, for over a ceL now, many public resources have been comm to educational activities, which deliver to t1-.;
.

bour market employees equipped with the di' .

BOx 4.4 Citizenship

( ( ,o fur. my aim has been to trace

in outline the devel-

opment of citizenship in England to the end of the
nineteenth century. For this purpose I have divided
citizenshrp into three elements, civil, political, and

qualifications and skills the economy neec,
the second half of the twentieth century the ,
often underwrote, on behalf of firms and .
primarily of employers, the substantial rese and deYeìopments cosls necessary Lo sustain :
advanced and profitable production proc€sSi:

social. I have tried to show that civil rights came first,

and were established in something like their modern

form before the fìrst Reform Act was passed in 1 832.
Political rights came next, and their extension was
one ofthe main features ofthe nineteenth century,
although the principle of unìversal political citizenship was not recognised until 1918. Social rights, on

the other hand, sank to vanishing point in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. Their revival
began wÌth the establÌshment of public elementary
educatìon, but ìt was not until the twentieth century that they attained to equal partnership with the
other two elements of citizenship. (Marshall 1950:

27*B)r,

More widely, this fourth interpretation attn:
much state expansion to the fact that, left to -.
the market often does not generate enough detfor industrial products to sustain capital investr-'..
does not ensure a reasonable level of emplor and thus domestic demand for industrial proc..
From this perspective, the main benelìciaries o
expansion are, in the end, the more establishe; ,
privileged social groups.
In fact the often evoked imagery of the state '
expands by claiming as its onm social tasks pre\
performed by autonomous social forces, and u'ing them from society, is sometimes misle:-

chapter4 The,nalisri.§|,-:lt

''' of the activities carried out, well or oth-.e, by the expanding state, respond to novel
:::ì. potentialities, and opportunities generated by
. ,,ng social developments-such as the demo:

ric explosior.r, urbanization, increasing literacy,

,. motorization, more mature industrialization,

:

rcreasing complexity of society itself. Already at
. :rd of the nineteenth century, Durkheim had ar, . -- in opposition to Spencer, that in the process of
-:rnization the development of the private realm
..res the development also of the public one.
:latever the reasons for it, state expansion entails
- -.r1h in three interdependent aspects:

. fiscal take, that
s

'.

is in the proportion

ofa coun-

vearly product extracted and managed by the
degree

of internal differentiation of the or-

- ,r:zational machinery of the state.

-:

total number of individuals whom those units
and who possess increasingly varied qual'-:tions and skills.
,

'-.161.,

--: tr'r.o latter phenomena not only, as already
-.:iied, displace the line between state and so- They also affect deeply the state itself, which
':: to r€semble an ever-growing, i11-coordinated
. :rble of increasingly diverse units. The ordin. iitical processes-the articulation of collective
: :rts \ria the parties and their periodic electoral
.:itition, the determination of the executive by

:

:X 4.5
.

imagined because the members

.

of each lives the image of their communion.

magined as limited because even the largest of
encompassing perhaps a billion human beings,
., 'rnite, if elastic boundaries, beyond which lie other
_ tns.

-:.-.
_-

: -:

-,\

ill-

-

:a-. lLrU:,
-

- !iSLlI-j

.,

-',,rdin.

Much in political decision-making and in the
subsequent administrative activity responds to the
interests of the units themselves, or those of the specific, often narrow, sections of society to which they
correspond, rather than expressing a political project
reflecting a comprehensive view of the society as a
whole. Thus the administrative machinery becomes
overloaded by multiple, ever-changing, conflicting
demands. At the same time, some components of
it are 'captured' by powerful and demanding social
forces, and serve their needs rather than those of the
public at large. All these phenomena make it more
and more difficult for the political elites themselves
to design and put into effect the policies for which
the electorate has expressed a preference.
These phenomena manifest themselves in most
contemporary states, but they do so to a different extent and in diverse ways. As the subsequent
chapters show, one of the major tasks of the study
of comparative politics is to establish empirically,
and to account for, the variations present in the
contemporary political enyironment, both in those
manifestations and in the responses they find in the
political authorities, the parties, the social movements.

'

lt is imagined as sovereign

because

the concept

was

born in an age in which Enlightenment and Revolutron
were destroying the legitimacy of the divinely-ordained
hierarch ical dynastic realm.

of even the

-: est nation wìll never know most of their fellow. - bers, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the
-:s

diverse.

lmagined communities

^arÌon is an 'imagìned' political community:

:

majorities, the formation of policies through the interplay between the executive and parliaments, can
less and less effectively activate and steer an administrative machinery so vast, expensive, complex, and

'

lt ls imagined as a communlty because, regardless of
the actual inequality and exploitation that may prevail
in each, the nation is always conceived of as a deep,
horizontal comradesh ip.

Source. Adapted from Anderson (1983 6-7).
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KEY POINTS

n

One can distinguish, with jn the historjcal
career of
the modern state, three main phases,
wh jch different
European states have followed in
somewhat varyrng

2

Consolidation of rule: with jn each larger
part of the
continent (beginning with its Western parts)
one par_
ticular centre of rule asserted its own superiority
over
others, generally by defeating them in
war, subjectlng
the respective lands to jts control, anci

by itself, expressly qualified for their functions,
an;
forming hierarchically structured unjts,
their career,
wlthin which would depencl on the reliability
an:

seq uence5.

'J

turning them
into a unified territory.
Rationoltzotion of rule. each centre
of rule increasingly relied on functionaries selected
and empowered

J

effectiveness of thei r actrons.
Expansion of rule: slales progressively
took on broadt,

sets of functions, both in order to
confront socta
needs generateo oy ongoing processes
ot econor

ji.

Conclusion
One can safely assume that the vast
majority of
this book's readers live in a political
environment

which resembles more or less closely
the portrait of
'the state' given in this chapter,
urrà *hor" institu_
tions and practices bear traces of the
sketched

developments

in the last section. For this ..urorr, thor.

readers-whatever their feelings about
their state,
however they position themseùs
vis_à_vis th. pu.ticular government which runs it_may
take for

granted its main features, including
the fact that they
are able, among other things, to
siudy scientifically
that state itself and to compare it
with others. This

chapter however, and oth.rs in
this book, is intended

to challenge the assumption that such
matters can

indeed be taken for granted.

The following statement by a notable
German social theorist, Heinrich popitz (1925_2002)
entails

such a challenge:

(I

rf',,u history of society shows
only rare instances where
the question, how can one lay boundaries
around insti_

tutionalized violence?, has been confronted
in a positive
and viable manner. Essentially, this
has happened only in
the Greek polis, in the Roman republic
and a few other
city states, and in the history of the
modern constitutional
state. And the answers given to that question
have been
astonishingly similar: The principle
of the supremacy of
the law and of the equality of all before
the law (the Greek
named it'isonomia,). The notion thatthe
making of norms
by the state encounters limitations (fundamenial
rights).

Norms assigning different competences
to various political

_

modernization, and to respond to requests
for publ :
regulation and interventjon originating
from variou.
sectors of society. They added new
specialized admtiistratjve units and funded their activities
by increas
their 'fiscal take, from the economy.

organs (division of powers, federalrsm). procedural
n..
(decisions by collective boclies,
their public nature, ap..
to and review by higher organs). Norms
on the occup:,
of offices (turn_takìng, electjons) Finally,
norms con:.
rrt Lrìe puDiJC sphere (freedom of opinton, freedo"associatton and assembly). The similarity,
or incleec
commonality among such answers suggests
that tirei: .
systematic solutions of the problem,
how to limit
.

ri ,

tionalized power and violence, and
that these sorrr: ,
although they presuppose certain premises
if thev a..

hold, can to an extent hold across
drfferent contexts_
ancJ those ruling over exte_,

different, say, as city states
territories (popitz 1992.

6\lJ

Popitz's statement suggests some comments.

I have treated .the state, as essenti.
a modern phenomenon (and its developr.n.,

1. Although

as the chief poiitical dimension

of the broa

phenomenon of modernization),
some of its;
tinctive institutional arrangements
had alre:, manifested themselves in antiquity,
the Middle Ages.

as well a.

2. Both the earlier and the later (modern)
arrar.:,
ments appear at first as part of a
distin.Wesrern story, For they originated
in Europe
were subsequentllz 11an.Oosed to parts
of th.

,.

of the world conquered and settled by
Euron,.
powers, especiaily in North America

urra -_ _
tralia. (The US, however, was the first
place rr.L.
a peculiar arrangement, fèderalism,
*u. _o.. .
pressly and successfully experimented

witl.r .

Chapter4 Thena$On
'-

::

_:

rÌs a model for further experiments;
see
-:r 11.) Since then, some such arrangements

- : coDl€ common to polities operatin-g across
: : rbe, aithough they differ in the mainer in
-' :hey are interpreted and even more in the
': .. to u,hich they are implemented.
_ìe

:

:::aogerl€Dts mentioned by popitz,
singly
. gerher, succeed in an intrinsically
difficult
.taming,
institu_
- tiniting, constraining, and
- . 'zed political
power.

:sr point suggests a

further consideration,
' : -:it in popitz,s statement.
Such success can_
: :retl for granted. It is a matter of degree,

.'.;uires overcoming a built_in tendency
of
:. :or\ier to grow upon itself, to escape lim_

- _ --..nstraints,

,

to.go wild,as it were; and that

,-. itself can appear

in many

circumstances

- ::,rnr- lvays. In fact, some
states which shared
:,:teristics mentioned in the first section
of
-

'

_::er have not presented all those
mentioned
: ::irlod section, which have appeared in
later
, political modernization and which (in the
' . :ersonal judgement)
go a long way

-

.'

towards

the state itself.
: s:ance, the Tsarist empire refused
to endorse

, .:racteristic institutions ofthe constitutional,
:.nocratic states of Western Europe. Worse,
: :-iS rvhich at a given point exhibited
all

: . -::acteristics subsequently veered away
from
-_. ,-rna1ism,
liberalism, democracy, and un_

,

-:tstitutional changes generally associated

: :otion of .totalitarianism'_as happened
.. -,.':ntieth century in
Italy and Geimany

e

,1Os

(see Chapter 6). And even
some of the constitutive
features of states listed in the first section,
such as
'sovereignty', are currentlyput under
stress by a num_
ber of developments, such as those associated
with
'globalization' or with the formation
of transnational
polities (see Chapter 24).
Even apart from such dramatic developments,
the
liberal-democratic states themselves
didr from one
another in many relevant respects. For

instance, some

impart a centralized and some a federal
structure to
the relations between the state,s political
centre and
its political periphery. States havà
differed (and dif_
fer) in the extent to which, in the course
of time,

they have broadened and enriched
the entitlements
of citizenship; or in the extent to which
and the manner in which-a given state seeks through
its policies

to support and plan the development
of its national
economy, as against leaving such development
en_

tirely to the workings of the market. Theìize
of the
so-called'public sector,of the economy,
and the way
in which it has been managed, again have

from state to state,
policies.

differed

as have

their Àspective taxation

These and other issues have often
been fought over

in signifi cant, lasting confrontations betweeriparties
and between sectors of opinion; and
the settlement

they have attained has been more or
less stable, has
created affinities or contrasts between
states.
Besides

being the themes of public life, those
issues have long

constituted the main topics of the scholarly
study of
politics, whether this study has focused
on a partic_
ular state or on the diversity betr,veen
states, àn the
range ofpossible and actual solutions.
The latter, of
course, is the main concern of this book
as a whole.
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